The Wesley Guild

Programme Planning
(Prepared by the Wesley Guild Executive)

Introduction
Programme planning is done in various ways. The traditional system is by a committee in
which the four sections of the Guild programme are represented by sub-sections on the
committee. These sections are Devotional, Cultural, Christian Service and Social & Musical.
Each section is responsible for finding speakers or arranging the evening for their allotted
dates. This still works well where there are people willing to serve in this way, but more
difficult when the committee is small or prefers to have more flexibility. Many Guilds have
moved to a more flexible system where the committee works as one and all members are
expected to take a share in approaching suggested speakers, while observing the four
sections albeit on a less rigid basis. The important thing is to use whichever system serves
your guild best and review from time to time how well it is working and adapt when
necessary
The founder of the Wesley Guild, the Rev. W.B. Fitzgerald made an observation in those
early days that ‘a good guild secretary is not one who does the work of ten but puts ten
people to work.’
A consideration which increasingly needs to be taken into account is that of speakers’
fees and expenses, and this should be established at the outset to avoid any embarrassment on the night. Most ministers and local preachers will not ask for a fee but expenses
should always be offered. However, many speakers will expect a fee as well as expenses.
When a personal fee is not expected there is often a request for a donation to be made to
a charity of the speaker’s choice. Evenings in which members participate are not only
cheaper, they also tend to bind the group together in a richer fellowship.
When the programme is complete it should be produced in an attractive and
professional way. This can often be easily and cheaply done on a computer and most
guilds/churches will have someone with the appropriate equipment and skills to do this.
Publicity is also an important element in attracting members from within and outside
the church, including those from other local churches and from other denominations. This
enhances and widens the fellowship and mission of the Guild. The items listed below are
just some ways of advertising the Guild.
1. Circulate the programme with a covering letter of invitation to all members of the
church and interested people, two or three weeks before the new session begins.
2. Contact local newspapers, free papers, community guides to events & local services,
etc, who will often publish your programme, week by week, free of charge.
3. Local radio stations that have a ‘what’s on’ programme are usually willing to include
your programme if notified in sufficient time.
4. Libraries, post offices and similar public establishments will usually place the
programme on display for local organizations.
5. If possible have a notice on the outside Church notice board, but make sure it is well
presented.
Publicity is often neglected by the Church and it is worth remembering that commercial
firms spend millions on this aspect of their businesses, which would not be the case if it
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didn’t pay off. Of course, the best recruiting mechanism is the personal recommendation of
members!
Sourcing details of speakers can be difficult, having decided who should be invited.
Libraries usually have a lot of information about both local and national organizations.
However, an amazing resource is the internet, and while some people visibly flinch at the
suggestion, it is possible to find details of most organizations there with details of a local
contact person.
When trying to place a topic in to the most appropriate section it becomes apparent
that many can fit comfortably into two or even three sections depending on where the
emphasis is placed.

Devotional Section
When looking for a speaker with a particular theological interest it may be useful to ask
your minister, the Circuit or District Local Preachers’ Secretary.
Celebration of the 400 year anniversary of the publication of the King James Bible, or
other noteworthy events.
Songs of Praise - An explanation of the inspiration behind the writing of the hymns.
Desert Island Hymns - Individual members select a hymn and say what special significance
it has for them.
Sing a new song - Learn new hymns. This is particularly appropriate this year (2011), with
the publication of the new hymn book.
Communion Service, perhaps to open or close the session or at the Guild Anniversary. (A
special service for Guilds has been written by the Revd. Michael Webster)
The Oberammergau Passion Play.
History of the Epworth Old Rectory, the home of the Wesleys. This could be followed up
with a visit for those within travelling distance.
Street Pastors, a fairly recent innovation, particularly in cities and towns.
History of Iona from where Christianity was introduced to Britain.
Christians in politics - Check out your local MP and councillors.
Speakers from other local Churches – use this as a means to get to know them better and
find ways of working together more easily.
Invite your Chair of District who often feels cut off from grass roots contact
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Make contact with people of other faiths and dispel some of the myths. Perhaps arrange a
visit to a different place of worship.
.
Chaplains from: hospitals, prisons, football clubs, universities, police, shopping centres,
factories, armed forces, etc.
Speakers who have visited the Holy Land, Lourdes or even Mecca!
Invite the Bishop of the local Anglican or Catholic Diocese.
A bible study, led by someone from a strong theological background. It is amazing how wellknown stories can come to life with the historic and cultural background.
Ask members to bring a treasured item of some spiritual significance and ask them to
explain.
Include your own minister at least once in every session.
Visit a small country church and share an act of worship.
Carol Service - This could be very traditional or maybe someone could present a Carol
Service with a difference.
Holy Week Service – Listen to a recording of Stainer’s “Cruxifiction” or Maunder’s “Olivet
to Calvary.” You could invite members to sing along where appropriate.
Holy Week Service – ask members to bring a cross (eg. A necklace, a picture,) and talk
about the significance that particular cross has for them.

Cultural Section
Members read their favourite poems – this could be on a seasonal theme, eg. autumn,
spring, Easter, etc, and could also include musical items.
Invite a local artist to bring some of his/her art work and discuss, perhaps even creating
something new.
Learn something about the history of the local area, town, local building or a well-known
person.
Local radio producer.
Ask members to talk about their jobs, (even if now retired). Ten minutes or so would be
enough for most people, and will often give new insights into people’s lives and beliefs.
Speaker from a local theatre, which can be followed up by a theatre outing.
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A visit to the theatre or to a local amateur production.
Invite a local author to explain how and why he/she became a writer.
Archeaological sites are frequently discovered and enthusiasts love to talk about their finds.
Youth hostelling today - Think back to the austerity of your youth experiences and see how
the philosophy has changed. You may be surprised to find you are still eligible!
Members or friends who are collectors of various items.
Travellers love to show their pictures and share their experiences.
Members share their memories about specific events or periods of time, eg, 2 nd World
War, childhood. Some museums will lend Memory Boxes to aid this.
Gardens in Bloom - A good subject for a cold winter evening when people’s minds are turning
to their plans for spring. Chance to visit members or other local gardens in the summer
months.
Antiques are a subject which interests a large number of people if the proliferation of TV
programmes is anything to go by. There are so many angles which can be taken on this, from
people bringing their own treasurers to show, to inviting an auctioneer or valuer to put a
price on such items. This could be a fund-raising event and/or one to invite the public.
Every picture tells a story - Members bring a picture and talk about it – how they obtained
it, who painted it or took the photo, what it means to them.
Invite a representative of the National Trust to talk about a local property. This could be
followed up with a visit during the summer months.

Christian Service Section
This section is very wide and we need to consider local, national and international
organizations and charities. The vision of a ‘big society’ should be embraced by the Church
as well as politicians.
Probation service, which has changed beyond all recognition in recent years.
Work of a local hospice, which is very dependent on local support.
Air Ambulance Service, which tends to work on a regional basis.
Age UK, which offers a wide range of services to older folk (even teaching computer skills!)
Prison visitors, who may be clergy or lay workers.
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McMillan/Marie Curie Nurses, who provide a specialized and professional service to the
dying and seriously ill.
Local Authority re-cycling schemes
Nigeria Health Care Project who can supply speakers in many parts of the country.
Contact Dr David Cundall, 1 Gledhow Park Road, Leeds, LS7 4JX, Tel: 0113 2938351
Email: nhcp@btinternet.com
YMCA or YWCA - Organizations which have had to adjust to be able to continue to offer a
service.
The Raleigh Expedition, which offers demanding and life changing experiences to young
people.
Someone who works with immigrants and refugees.
Christian organisations who offer services to many sections of society.
Members to talk about their retirement/voluntary work.
Police specialized departments: crime prevention, wildlife crime, community constable, etc.
Charities such as Action for Children, Barnardo’s, etc, will provide speakers to talk about
their work.

Musical and Social Section
A local church choir to provide an evening’s entertainment.
The local Gilbert and Sullivan Society (or a section of it) to entertain.
Aromatherapy
Call my Bluff as in the T.V. programme where two teams of three try to convince their
opponents of the true meaning of obscure words. (Other broadcast panel games could also
be adapted.)
Games evenings such as: Dominoes, Beetle, (NHCP have a variation of this relating to
hospitals) Snakes and Ladders, various card games, Scrabble, or a mixture of all. Why not
end with some refreshments?
Quiz, either with specific teams or one in which all can participate.
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Inter-departmental quiz - Request each section of your Church provide a team to
participate in a quiz, and provide a trophy for the winners. Enjoyable and also helps to unify
the Church in an evening of fun.
Handbell ringers – maybe some Guild members could have a go.
Salvation Army Band or Choir.
Members select favourite items of music which are played with an introduction about the
music or why it is special to them.
Glen Miller music, Songs from the shows, etc. - Always good if you know an enthusiastic
compare.
Photographic Competition.
Party-time, particularly at Christmas and/or the New Year, perhaps with seasonal quizzes
and food.
Invite a musician to talk about his/her instrument and demonstrate by playing.
Inheritance tracks - Ask three or four members to talk about a piece of music which
reminds them of their early life and a piece of music which they would like to pass on to
future generations.

Summer Programme
Many, but not all, guilds operate a full programme from September to Easter and then have
social meetings or outings during the summer months to keep people together and enjoy
fellowship and hopefully some time to relax and re-charge the batteries.
Coffee evenings or mornings either at Church or a member’s home. Both have advantages
and disadvantages so choose the way which fits your circumstances best.
A walk for the more energetic, with a venue to eat or drink at the end. Those unable to
walk may be invited to join the group for the refreshments.
A half-day or full day’s outing (by car or coach) to a stately home/garden or another place
of interest. Maybe church members in the locality you are visiting would be willing to put on
an afternoon tea.
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Other Special and/or fund raising events
Such events can often be good recruiting grounds
A meeting one, two or more times each year with other local Guilds. The York East circuit
do this particularly well, when up to four or five guilds meet together during the course of
the year on roughly a quarterly basis, sharing the hosting, enjoying fellowship and a special
speaker, and concluding with a supper.
Re-union dinners at significant anniversaries.
Afternoon or evening concerts with tea or supper
Silent auction.
Story-telling dinner – a three course dinner plus coffee, with someone telling a story
between each course.

With the best will in the world and the most organized of programmes, you can have a blip
occasionally, when a speaker cancels at short notice or just doesn’t turn up. Here are some
ideas to help in those circumstances.
1. Keep a few quiz books/sheets in the Guild cupboard and buy a few sweets/biscuits for
prizes.
2. Ask a church member to entertain, playing an instrument or singing, and include some
audience participation. Set out the room café-style.
3. Take some jigsaw puzzles and have a relaxed puzzle, chat and coffee evening.
4. Ask a Guild member or a member of a neighbouring church to show “holiday” slides/DVD
of an unusual visit, eg an exotic location, a pilgrimage, etc.
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